2020-21 Virtual Concert Series Sponsorship

PRESTO: Presenting Sponsorship

$7500

- 2 unique posts on SYSO’s social media channels in the calendar year following sponsorship date, your business tagged, to our community of 4,700 followers
- Sponsorship mention in SYSO communications, including monthly engagements with SYSO’s parent community
- Significant recognition in 2020-21 virtual concert videos, including a full-page slide at the top of each show, to be viewed by an anticipated 1,000 patrons
- Mention of presenting sponsorship in all concert media, viewed by an estimated 16,000 patrons
- Acknowledgment and logo placement on SYSO’s website for one year
- 4 Founders Tier tickets per concert when we return to Benaroya Hall for our 2021-22 season.

ALLEGRO

$5000

- 1 unique post on SYSO’s social media channels in the calendar year following sponsorship date, your business tagged, to our community of 4,700 followers
- Sponsorship mention in SYSO communications, including monthly engagements with SYSO’s parent community
- Recognition in 2020-21 virtual concert videos, including logo placement on sponsors page and in rolling credits, to be viewed by an estimated 1,000 patrons
- Mention of sponsorship in all concert media, viewed by an estimated 16,000 patrons
- Acknowledgment and logo placement on SYSO’s website for one year
- 2 Founders Tier tickets per concert when we return to Benaroya Hall for our 2021-22 season.

ANDANTE

$2500

- Recognition during virtual concerts, including company logo on our sponsors page and in rolling credits, to be viewed by an estimated 1,000 patrons
- Mention of sponsorship in all concert media, viewed by an estimated 16,000 patrons
- Acknowledgment and logo placement on SYSO’s website for one year
- 6 complimentary tickets per concert when we return to Benaroya Hall for our 2021-22 YSO season.